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Today’s leading organizations require 

more from their database environments

to accommodate growth and minimize 

expenses.Thousands of customers rely 

on IBM Software Services, the  

industry’s premier database experts,

to help them leverage the extreme

speed of solidDB to keep data  

available and accessible, increasing  

efficiency while keeping costs down.

IBM solidDB is relational in-memory 

database software that delivers 

extreme speed, performing up to ten 

times faster than conventional  

databases. Whether deployed as a 

cache for a traditional relational  

database or as a stand alone  

database, IBM solidDB is designed for

fast, always-on access to data under

high throughput conditions, to satisfy

the real-time demands mission

critical applications.

    •  Harness the extreme speed of 

      solidDB to keep data available and 

      accessible with IBM solidDB Services 

    •  Gain solidDB skills quickly with 

      expert advice and knowledge transfer 

      from IBM solidDB consultants 

 

•    Rely on IBM professionals for rapid 

      deployment of new IBM® solidDB™ 

      releases while you focus on critical 

      business issues

Highlights

What is an IBM solidDB service? 
A solidDB service offering is designed 

to get your organization up and  

running quickly. This service also  

offers comprehensive project planning 

and execution, product education  

and on-site support. Our consultants 

offer a range of services from  

end-to-end project consulting to  

specific targeted services.

What does IBM Software Services 
for solidDB offer?
IBM Software Services for solidDB 

range from end-to-end project 

consulting to specific targeted 

services. Services include:

  • Installation

  • Hands-on mentoring

  • Technical assessment

  • Proof of concept

  • Architecture design

  • Design and implementation

      assistance

  • Project mentoring

  • Performance analysis

  • Database and application  

      migration

  • solidDB education

When engaging IBM Software  

Services, you can be confident that 

you are working with the industry’s 

leading solidDB experts. Your staff will 

gain solidDB skills quickly with expert 

advice and knowledge transfer directly 

from our experienced consultants.
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IBM solidDB Consulting Services
IBM solidDB Consulting Services 

are designed to offer a full range 

of options depending on your

needs and budget. Whether it is

through the full-lifecycle or at specific

check points, our experienced

consultants will help ensure project

success. Consulting services 

options include:

  •  Technical Assessment: identify 

  features and feasibility

  •  Proof of Concept: determine 

  business value and requirements, 

  establish project scope including 

  benchmarks or prototypes, align 

  deliverables with requirements, 

  and determine resources needed 

  to accelerate the  

  implementation process

  •  Architecture Design: System 

  architecture design based on the 

  unique capabilities solidDB 

  (High Availability, Cache,  

  Advanced Replication)

  •  Design and Implementation

       Assistance: database schema

       design, application implementation 

  approaches, and integrating IBM 

  solidDB with other tools  

  and/or systems

  •  Project Mentoring: full 

       life-cycle management of  

  your implementation

  •  Performance Analysis: analyze  

  a particular performance  

  problem in the system and 

  recommend database

       tuning/application optimization

  •  Database and Application 

  Migration: conduct an inventory of 

  the origin and target requirements, 

  create migration scripts, leverage 

  IBM solidDB conversion tools,  

  and perform data and  

  application migrations

IBM solidDB Quick Start 
IBM solidDB Quick Start provides 

dedicated services to ensure 

successful implementation of the
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solidDB product in your particular 

environment. Tailored packages

include installation, configuration and

hands-on training customized to your

specific needs. IBM solidDB Quick

Start includes:

  •  Installation & configuration of IBM 

  solidDB or IBM solidDB 

  Universal Cache

  •  Hands-on mentoring and/or  

  curriculum training

IBM solidDB Education
Whether stand-alone or packaged with

consulting, IBM solidDB Education is

easily recognized as a value-added

service. solidDB Services include a

comprehensive and high quality 

training curriculum to enable project

and development teams to quickly

take advantage of solidDB products

Courses include:

  • IBM solidDB Installation 

 and Operation

  • IBM solidDB Architecture

  • IBM solidDB Configuration

  • IBM solidDB Performance

  • Diagnostics and Troubleshooting

  • IBM solidDB Programming

  • Solid Linked Libraries

  • IBM solidDB In-Memory Tables

  • IBM solidDB High Availability

  • Data Distribution with IBM solidDB

  • Advanced Replication

For more information
To learn more about IBM Software

Services and this service offering,

please contact your local IBM sales

representative or send an e-mail to

dmskills@us.ibm.com.

Visit our website at:

ibm.com/software/data/services

www.ibm.com/software/data/services

